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What's New in Version 2020
The most important new features can be identified with the Top5_Button.png
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Note: Information about what's new in previous InfoZoom Desktop versions can be found at "https://www.infozoom.com/en/service/technical_documents".
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Operating InfoZoom
InfoZoom Top5_Button.png
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New functionality: Using arrow keys for navigating between table cells in Infoscape as well
Previously, the arrow keys "to the right" and "to the left" in Infoscape were only used to navigate within the edit field. The arrow keys "up" and "down" did not have any function. Now you can navigate between adjacent cells in the table area of Infoscape using all four arrow keys. Based on Excel, this method of operation is especially useful when manually entering table contents.
Topic: Navigation via keys

Reading in data
Combining data in a table
New functionality: Only using selected attributes for the join
Previously, all attributes of a table were used for a join. Now you can define that only selected attributes are used. For this purpose, the "Adopt selected attributes only" check box was added to the dialog of creating a join.
Topic: Joining tables


Visualizing data
Designing tables Top5_Button.png
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New functionality: Defining the background color of the attribute
You can now highlight attributes in the attribute column in individual colors, regardless of the color scheme of the table. For this purpose, you can define the background color for each attribute displayed in the attribute column or for several attributes in one step.
Topic: Defining the background color of the attribute
Hiding tables and table elements
New functionality: Hide not selected attributes
Previously, you could hide selected attributes. Now you can also hide all not selected attributes. For this purpose, the "Hide Unselected Attributes" menu item was added to the "View" tab. At the same time, the functionalities for hiding were combined under the "Hide" button. You can still use this button to hide selected attributes or the new subordinate "Hide selected attributes" menu item.
Topic: Hide not selected attributes

Analyzing data
Links
New functionality: Inserting links to several attributes
The functionality for inserting links was expanded. You can now insert links to several attributes at the same time.
Topic: Inserting links
Functions and operators
New functions for also using regular expressions in InfoZoom Anywhere
Previously, there were two functions for finding and replacing regular expressions, Matches and ReplaceMatch. Attributes with these functions can only be published as statistical attributes in InfoZoom Anywhere and can therefore not be calculated dynamically. Reason: The regular expressions used in the formulas come from a C++ library which is not available for InfoZoom Anywhere. 
Now there are two new functions analogous to these functions which work with regular expressions from the .NET world and therefore allow the use in InfoZoom Anywhere.
MatchesDotNet
Applies a .NET-compliant regular expression to a text and returns a logical value.

ReplaceMatchDotNet
Applies a .NET-compliant regular expression to a text, replaces the matching part with the replacement text and returns the resulting character string.


Metadata Top5_Button.png
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New functionality: Selecting corresponding attributes in the original table when zooming in the metadata
If you zoom in on objects in the metadata of an InfoZoom table, the respective attributes are now selected in the InfoZoom table.
Topic: Zooming in on objects in the meta data

Data provisioning
Publishing tables on the InfoZoom Anywhere server
Changed functionality: Publishing only selected attributes
The default settings of the following check boxes have been changed:
	"Selected attributes only" check box: The check box is now disabled by default.

"Unique value combinations (projection)" check box: The check box is now enabled by default.
You can only edit the check box if the "Selected attributes only" check box is enabled.
Topic: Publishing tables on the InfoZoom Anywhere server

Command line parameters
Working with the data
New command line parameter -joinSelected for filtering attributes when joining two tables (join)

Example tables*
Example tables
Changed sample tables
ErsteBundesliga.fox
The delivery of InfoZoom Desktop includes the "ErsteBundesliga.fox" sample table ("Other/Football" folder). Data about the German Bundesliga season 2018/19 have been added to the sample table.

FormulaOneSample.fox
The delivery of InfoZoom Desktop includes the "FormulaOneSample.fox" sample table ("Other/Formula One" folder). Data on the Formula 1 season 2019 have been added to the example table.




